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Let me introduce myself...

Delivered retail solution with Looks Good On Me that 
used AI to recognise clothing items and suggest 
complimentary accessories 

At ITSO & Kyyti was part of the Transport Data Initiative, 
exploring how the UK transport sector could share data 
to increase journey efficiency. 

Head of Product at the BBFC working on an innovative 
strategy for the future of the organisation.

10+ years managing products and forming business 
innovation strategy 

BSI AI Committee Member and UK Expert in ISO WG2 



In this presentation we will explore...

Preventing bias in our human compliance process

Actions we’ll take to prevent bias in our AI project

AI bias and why it’s a problem

The BBFC and what we do

Our involvement in AI standards

Why Artificial Intelligence (AI) is on our agenda



Who are the BBFC?

Founded in 1912 - founded by industry to unify and 
standardise

Independent and not-for-profit

Cinema since (1912) and designated by the UK 
Government for physical media classification 
(1984). 

Widely adopted voluntary labelling system for 
film and episodic on OTT (2010). 

Our goal is to help UK families choose content 
safely through the comprehensive and consistent 
use of a trusted age labelling system



Our Age Ratings

Packaged MediaCinematic Content Online



Our customers



How do we classify media content?

We consult the public every 4 -5 years to ensure 
our Guidelines reflect the latest public thinking. 
We also continually conduct content research. 

In 1912 our compliance officers captured details 
of media works on paper files 

In 2020 we launched a new cloud based 
compliance system that enables our compliance 
officers to tag compliance issues frame 
accurately in works 

The BBFC have a team of compliance officers 
that view media content in full and classify 
works based on our Guidelines 



How do we classify media content?



Supports frame accurate tags, 
and start / end points

How do we classify media content?



How do we classify media content?

We’ve worked with Netflix to train their compliance team to tag their content effectively so that, using an algorithm, they can 
generate a BBFC age rating.



Video Overview

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHgKeWdAqsk


How do we prevent bias in our classification process?

5,454 1,854 1,044 1,739

10,091 Interviews

General Public 
Interviews

Film Viewers - 
Adults & Parents

Teenagers Website Visitors & 
App Users

Every 4 - 5 years we conduct a nationwide public consultation to enable the organisation to assess its current classification 
guidelines in line with the latest public opinion 



Regularly train our compliance officers with 
examples of compliance issues from a diverse 
range of media works

Hold events with representatives from groups 
representing different cultural communities.

Hire a diverse team of compliance officers

Make changes to BBFC Guidelines based on 
the feedback from the public consultation 

How do we prevent bias in our classification process?



Why are we exploring the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI)?

AI tools available today can identify only a small number of 
compliance issues and do not aggregate them effectively for 
compliance practices.

We have always embraced new and innovative classification methods so that 
we can offer our customers the best possible compliance services in an 
ever-changing media environment.

The challenge for AI developers has been their limited access to high quality 
media compliance training data, and their own limited understanding of the 
media compliance process.

By combining our compliance expertise and high quality timestamped training data we 
plan to deliver an AI tool that recognises more compliance issues and outputs 
metadata in a standard compliance format

We hope by using AI we will be able to offer our customers 
efficiency savings and add more value to our compliance process.



What is AI bias and why is it a problem? 



What is AI bias and why is it a problem? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QxuyfWoVV98


What is AI bias and why is it a problem? 

We will take active measures to prevent gender, or race bias in the AI solution we develop to recognise our compliance issues

We will focus mainly on eradicating AI bias with a negative impact (e.g. classifying violence committed by a male of higher 
strength to that of a female), not with a neutral impact (e.g. misclassifying the gender but getting the strength level of violence 
accurate)



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

I will use this Data Lifecycle from ISO WG2 to show the active measures the BBFC will take at each stage to prevent bias 
in our AI solution 



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Data Planning & Data Collection



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Diversity in our data

John Cones (author of ‘Patterns of Bias in Hollywood Movies’) argues that the lack of diversity at the top in Hollywood 
results in long-standing patterns of bias in motion picture content.

It is vitally important we ensure that the AI tool we deliver does not reflect biases in media content from certain sources 

 
We will ensure we train our AI from a diverse data set of media clips originating from multiple international markets 



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Validation & Verification 



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Dividing our data into training material, validation, and test sets

By dividing our data into training, validation, and test sets, we can ensure that we are able to validate performance of the 
AI tool in recognising compliance issues across a diverse range of clips as we train it. 

ML Training
Data

Validation
Data

Test
Data

BBFC Data



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Conditional Demographic Disparity (CDD) 

Professor Sandra Wachter, Associate Professor, and Dr Brent Mittelstadt of the 
Oxford Internet Institute, University of Oxford and Dr Chris Russell, have delivered a 
new test for ensuring fairness in algorithmic modelling and data driven decisions, 
called ‘Conditional Demographic Disparity’ (CDD).

CDD is significant as it aligns with the approach used by courts across Europe in 
applying non-discrimination law. 

The anti-discrimination test developed by the Oxford AI experts helps users look 
for bias in their AI systems and is particularly relevant for those seeking help in 
detecting unintuitive and unintended biases as well as heterogenous, 
minority-based and intersectional discrimination.

BBFC could use CDD to test for discrimination in how our AI solution determines 
the strength of a compliance issue for example. 



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Other tools we could use to check for bias

Rob Thomas, IBM's head of AI, says their 
new system called AI Factsheets, gives a 

snapshot summary of AI programs, offering 
information about the data used to build the 

program and how it was developed.

Amazon SageMaker Clarify provides machine 
learning developers with greater visibility into 

their training data and models so they can 
identify and limit bias and explain predictions.

The solution provides data bias and model 
bias analysis. It delivers model explainability.

IBM Watson’s AI FactSheets Amazon Sagemaker Clarify



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Building a model & system deployment 



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Embracing the Hybrid Model for Continual Learning (CL)

After initially training the tool with a diverse dataset we could move to a Hybrid Model to enable the AI to learn from BBFC 
Compliance Officers to increase accuracy and confidence levels overtime. 

The Hybrid Model would see BBFC Compliance Officers validating correct AI compliance issue tags, and correcting AI 
errors (e.g. incorrect labelling as a result of bias) during the compliance process. This would then be fed back into the AI 
tool as a form of CL. 

 Human 
Teams

Artificial
Intelligence

Hybrid
Model



How can we actively work to prevent AI bias?  

Hybrid Model: Case Study - Cloudsight

Cloudsight AI use a hybrid human / AI platform to write 
sentence-length descriptions for images.

When Cloudsight launch a new engagement, humans initially 
provide up to 97% of the work. The AI learns from the humans’ 
output, though, and slowly takes over the work.

 

When the hybrid system is mature, the AI performs over 90% of 
the work, and the humans are there for quality assurance.



Why is the BBFC involved in AI standards? 

As an organisation we are keen to ensure we embrace best practice when developing our AI solution

We would like other organisations and companies starting an AI project to benefit from our learnings and expertise through 
our contribution to the latest standards 

 

The BSI AI Committee and ISO WG2 present a fantastic opportunity to network with experts in the field of AI and to learn 
from them as we progress with our own projects 



Thank you for listening to our presentation

I’d like to welcome any questions

matt.blakemore@bbfc.co.uk


